Introduction
High speed collision can result in serious consequences; for example, high speed train, airplane, aircraft etc. which are in the movement with high speed might encounter this kind of problem. On the other hand, the application of advanced composites to large commercial aircrafts has recently increased in light of the demand of reduced operation cost from airlines, emphasis on energy saving, lower-cost materials, [1] . The damages occurring in composite materials are caused by several types of impacts, such as bird strikes, hail, dropping of tools, etc. The damages of composite caused by high speed collision can probably be detected by measuring the dynamic strain at appropriate locations of the structure [2] . We have been designing a damage monitoring system that can detect the changes of strain and deformation of composite materials using an Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) optical fiber system [3] . It was verified that this system was superior as compared to the conventional nondestructive inspection (NDI) system.
The basic mechanism of FBG mechanics sensor
The grating was formed at the core of GeO2-doped optical fiber by exposing it to UV laser and making repetitive layers whose refractive index of the core changes continuously with the distribution of the interference pattern of the laser [4] . When beam goes through FBG, multiple Fresnel Reflection will take place in the whole grating area. If the wavelength doubles the length of grating, reflected beam and incidence beam meet together, and form constructive interference, i.e. it will result in a narrow band reflective wave (Fig. 1) [5] . The wavelength of the reflective wave is called Bragg wavelength λ B From (1), one can see that a perfect optical fiber sensor can be made by FBG. If wavelength does not satisfy the condition of Bragg interference, it will pass FBG with low loss. When the physical parameters, such as temperature, electromagnetic field, are changing, the stress on the optical fiber grating will change too, and it will lead to the change of Bragg wavelength.
The FBG sensors in the fiber reflect a specific wavelength of the light signal back to the Demultiplexing Interrogation system, from which the value of strain can be determined.
One can see that more clearly by differentiating the equation (1) 22
where  is the elastic deformation of optical fiber under strain and n  expresses the elastic-optical effect of optical fiber under strain. 
From reference [6] , the relative change of wavelength can be expressed as 
where p 11 and p 12 are two components of elastic-optic constant of the optical grating. ε zz is the strain alone the Z-axis, while ε rr is the strain alone the radial direction. When the change of temperature is negligible, the variance of refractive index and grating period come mainly from the variance of the stress. e  direction; P is external pressure). According to generalized Hook′s law, strains from all directions are [7] 
The basic optical and electronic devices
FBG network is a number of different types of FBG in one or several optical fiber FBG array constituted by series-parallel. It will facilitate the achievement of realtime measurements with multicomponents, and sense 5 parameters of signal characteristics (wavelength, phase, polarization, propagation direction and amplitude). To conduct multipoint measurement, it is necessary to use address multiplexing. Sensor array codes address with different Bragg reflection wavelength. Bragg reflection wavelength bandwidth is about 0.3 nm bandwidth. To each sensor is assigned a unique wavelength range. By using the input broadband signal of a same broadband light source to each FBG, the grating reflection peak in each respective change within the wavelength range.
There are several methods for demodulation of all reflected waves. But only the interference method and mode-locked modulation are suitable for the dynamic situations. Demodulation solutions based on interference, according to the type of interferometer, can be divided into Mach-Special (M-Z) unbalanced fiber interferometer demodulation and nonequilibrium scan Michelson interferometer demodulation. The nonequilibrium M-Z interferometer was developed by Kersey A.D [8] . Compared with other demodulations, M-Z interferometer is simpler and more accuracy. The schematic diagram is shown in the Fig. 2 . It is a two 3dB coupler series connection, and the lengths of the interferometer arms are not equal, with a difference of d. As shown in Fig. 2, 2 is the input arm, and the input is the narrowband light with Δλ bandwidth of fiber grating. 3 and 4 are the interferometer output arms. Bragg wavelength is the wavelength of reflected light in the case of fiber Bragg grating without added stress.
According to the coupling theory, when the two output arms of the optical path are different, there is an optical path difference nd (n is the refractive index of fiber), the phase difference corresponding is 2 dn
When d and n do not change with the environment, due to the change in strain reflection wavelength changes
Phase difference of the interferometer output caused by wavelength shifting is   can be detected, one can know the change of wavelength and the amplitude of stress wave. This detection method is easily implemented on signal detection. However, a key issue is how to calibrate coefficient k. General approach is to use piezoelectric (PZT) ceramics to make a steady change in the optical path difference. Since the relationship between withstand strain to the piezoelectric ceramic and the voltage is linear, so by knowing the increase of the voltage and phase variation to the piezoelectric ceramics, one can calibrate k. But the light energy back from the PZT will have a great attenuation which is a big trouble for the test. In addition, when the fiber has not only the longitudinal strain, but also transverse strain as well, it would have secondary effects, photo elastic effect, in which  is given by Eq. (3).
Those environmental factors cause relationships between horizontal and vertical strain and phase difference can be expressed as   nd a n n P P P a
The three-dimensional stress measurements
In order to get the direction and intensity of the stress wave, accurate multicomponent measurement is necessary. Multicomponent force measurement includes the measurements of the vertical stress and the paralleling stress (shear stress) to the surface. Only by an objective and complete measurement of the pressure and shear stresses, can we get the information of the threedimensional stress distribution in different parts of the material after the collision. Fig. 3 The schematic design of the multicomponent measurement system
Since the relationship among the change of Bragg wavelength, the axial strain, Poisson ratio and elastic modulus is more straightforward, measuring axial strain is relatively easy [6] . Therefore, in order to achieve accurate measurement, it is necessary to set the network with threedimensional distribution of fiber Bragg grating, trying best to use axial mechanical parameters in three directions which measured from the changes of reflected Bragg wavelength. The schematic design of this system is shown in Fig. 3 . First, for the pressure measurement, the FBG is embedded within the layers of a carbon composite material (CCM). Under the pressure, FBG sensor will be under compression or tension corresponding to embedded upper layer or lower layer, respectively. Thus, the pressure can be transferred as axial strain through compression or tension [9] . For shear force measurement, the FBG is embedded at a very small angle (1-5°) with in the CCM layer. A deformable layer (Silicon rubber) is introduced between the upper and lower layers of CCM. With this embedding technique, a relative motion between the upper and lower layers will take place when the shear force is applied to the upper layer of the CCM. This relative motion between the upper and lower layers will stretch or compress the embedded fiber, which will result in a change of the fiber length and thus changing the reflected Bragg wavelength. Based on this principle, a 3D force sensor system can be fabricated.
The precise positioning technologies
The measured data from the three-dimensional network of multichannel FBG obtained by embedding multicomponent measurements of stress can tell us the distribution of wave magnitude and direction of the stress. Based on the further analysis of retrieval data from stress distribution, the wave sources, i.e. the location of the collision took place, and collision strength could be deduced. In order to locate the collision position, Time Difference Positioning (TDP) technology will be used. TDP can be divided into one-dimensional plane location, twodimensional and three-dimensional spherical or cylinder positioning. TDP technology is based on the measurement of the time difference in which shock wave arrives every FBG probe distributed in different position, wave propagation velocity, and processing these measured data to determine the coordinates of the wave source as shown in Fig. 4 [10] .
Plane or cylinder positioning can be achieved by three sensors. Assuming that the stress wave propagation velocity in all directions is constant V (media surface ve- 
From the equations, positioning can be easily realized.
Precise determination of the damage region
During whole propagation process, the strain wave propagation property might be different in plastic deformation region and elastic region. Thus, through studying the propagation property of the strain wave front, one can determine the plastic deformation region. Consider the original length along the fiber axis is a unit of dx. A nonbalance force in the x direction is 
These three solutions were effective in three different regions, according to reference [11] , which can be simply defined to be the plastic region, elastic region and zero deformation region. The interface of the plastic region and the elastic region are known as the plastic wave front 
Take the above results into Eq. (4), wavelength variation over time and space can be obtained.
Conclusions
We propose a preliminary design of damage monitoring system for real-time measurements of high speed collision including the position, intensity, damage assessment. By discussing the monitoring the strains caused by high speed collisions in composite using FBG sensors, shock wave propagation characteristics, and theoretical study on optical and electronic system, it demonstrates that this design is feasible. The following conclusions can be obtained:
1. FBG sensor network can detect the dynamic stress and strain by detecting the changes in the wavelength.
2. It can also tell the information about the source of those stress and strain, such as the collision position, intensity, damage intensity, and achieve the monitoring of the high speed collision which results in the change of a series of physical parameters.
3. Fiber Bragg Grating Network might possess some good properties such as sensitive, high speed, low cost, light weight, stable, and might be suitable for spacecraft and other high speed devices.
